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This collection contains the previously released novellas: Loving the Wolf, Loving the Vampire, Loving the
Man. Loving the Wolf In the depths of nuclear winter, Lara, a self-sufficient female cop, leaves the safety of
her Dome City and travels north in search of her missing brother. His trail evaporates in an open, ravaged city
where the buildings are in ruin and the people burn whatever they can find to keep warm.
There is no law, people mug and kill for food, and packs of dogs and wolves roam the streets. To Lara it is
hell itself, until she discovers it is a very special place where a particular cocktail of radiation poisoning has
caused strange genetic mutations -- like Will, the seductive stranger who is so different that even his fellow
werewolves (the feared “lupi”) have rejected him. But Will has many plans: to recover leadership of the
werewolves; to rebuild his city; to gain acceptance of the lupi as the superior beings they can become -- and to
make Lara his life mate. Loving the Vampire In the City of the Damned, where radiation poisoning has
created new mutant species, the lupi April has never come to terms with the wolf inside her. She is certainly
not prepared for her powerful attraction to a dangerous vampire. Capturing Max after the lupi’s battle with the
hunters, she sets off a chain of events and deceptions destined to change the life of all the city’s inhabitants.
For Max, who has felt little but blood thirst for many years, the blinding sexual pleasure he experiences with
April becomes an obsession. Yet it is he who is called upon to sacrifice his own survival for the good of the

world. Loving the Man The vampire Katia holds only contempt for humans. She has no reason to spare David,
whom she encounters digging up pre-apocalypse “artifacts” on the edges of the City. And yet she lets him go.
Her very desire drives her away from him. But David has other ideas. A man with no mutant “gifts,” yet he is
unafraid of either her superior strength or her vampire nature. Instead, he risks his life for a moment of her
time, pursuing her relently until Katia recognizes her own human passions, and her importance in the city’s
past and future is revealed.

